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Excerpt from Valhalla: A NovelFor me
kind nature wakes her genial powr,Suckles
each herb, and spreads out evry
flowr;Annual for me the grape, the rose
renewThe juice nectarious, and the balmy
dew;For me, the mine a thousand treasures
brings;For me, health gushes from a
thousand springs;Seas roll to waft me, suns
to light me rise;My foot-stool earth, my
canopy the skies.But errs not nature from
this gracious end,From burning suns when
livid deaths descend,When earth-quakes
swallow, or when tempests sweepTowns to
one grave, whole nations to the
deep?No(tis replyd), the first almighty
causeActs not by partial, but by general
laws;Th exceptions few, some change since
all began;And what created perfect? - why
then man?About the PublisherForgotten
Books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.comThis book is a
reproduction of an important historical
work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art
technology to digitally reconstruct the
work, preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the
original, such as a blemish or missing page,
may be replicated in our edition. We do,
however, repair the vast majority of
imperfections
successfully;
any
imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical
works.
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